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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The electricity system in America, and in many other

Depending on each region’s history and preference, well-

nations, is in the early days of a radical makeover that will

designed markets or performance-based regulation can

drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase

be used to accomplish power system goals of low costs,

system flexibility, incorporate new technologies, and

high reliability, and environmental performance. Top

shake existing utility business models. This is already

policy recommendations include:

underway: it is not speculation. Managed well, this
transition will give America a great boost, building a

1.

Move away from rate-of-return
regulation; use performance-based

cleaner, more affordable, and more reliable grid, as

regulation that gives utilities the

well as an industry ready to profit from deploying its
technologies around the globe.

freedom to innovate or call on others

America has an opportunity to lead the world in a vast

financial health of the utility from the

power system transformation. As costs of renewable

volume of electricity it sells.

for specific services. Separate the

energy technologies decline, experience across the world
is demonstrating that it is easier to integrate much higher

2.

Create investor certainty and low-

shares of renewables, more rapidly, than previously

cost financing for renewable energy

thought. But a clear policy signal is required to drive

by steadily expanding Renewable

efficiency and then switch to ever-greater proportions of

Electricity Standards to provide a long-

clean power.

term market signal.

America’s power system is remarkably diverse, and there
will be no one-size-fits-all solution for this transformation.
Conversations about the best way to keep costs low,
keep the lights on, and deliver a cleaner power system
are often plagued by arguments over whether utilities
or markets are king, or whether legislators or regulators
are driving system evolution. There is no “right”
answer to these questions: America’s power system is
heterogeneous, and will remain so. Change will happen
on a regional basis, and innovative partnerships must be
forged between previously-siloed decision-makers.
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3.

Encourage distributed generation by
acknowledging customers’ right to
generate their own energy, by charging
them a fair price for grid services, and
by paying them a fair price for the
grid benefits they create. Set a clear
methodology for allocating all costs
and benefits.
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4.

Ensure that all markets (e.g., energy,

7.

Mitigate investor risk by adopting

ancillary services, capacity) and market-

stable, long-term policies and

makers (e.g., utilities) include both

regulations with low impact on the

demand- and supply-side options.

public budget. Financial policies should

All options—central and distributed

be predictable, scalable, affordable

generation, transmission, efficiency,

to public budgets, and efficient for

and demand-response—should

investors.

compete with one another to provide
electricity services.

8.

Reduce siting conflicts by using
explicit, pre-set criteria; ensuring access

5.

Employ electricity markets to align

to the grid; respecting landowner

incentives with the desired outcomes,

rights; engaging stakeholders early;

such as rewarding greater operational

coordinating among regulatory bodies;

flexibility. Open long-term markets for

and providing contract clarity.

new services such as fast-start or fastramping

The U.S. power system is at an inflection point. New
technologies offer great promise to increase reliability,

6.

Before investing in technical fixes

reduce fuel costs, minimize capital investment, and

to the grid, first make operational

reduce environmental damage. Capturing these

changes that reduce system costs,

benefits requires a new approach to utility regulation

enable more renewables, and maintain

and business models—no matter if the power system

reliability. For example, coordinate

is driven by a vertically integrated monopoly, by a

between balancing areas, dispatch on

competitive market, or by a hybrid of the two.

shorter intervals and use dynamic line
rating to make the most of existing
transmission lines
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INTRODUCTION

The electricity system in America, and in many other

expensive, vulnerable and hard-to-monitor transformers

nations, is in the early days of a radical makeover that

and switching systems. And fracking3 has transformed

will drastically reduce greenhouse gas emissions,

the economics of natural gas in America, making natural

increase system flexibility, incorporate new technologies

gas-fired generation an attractive option, though history

and shake existing utility business models. This

has proven the value of a diverse set of power supply and

transformation is already underway: It is not speculation.

demand-side resources to minimize price volatility.

Managed well, this transition will give America a great
boost, building a cleaner, more affordable and more
reliable grid, as well as an industry ready to profit from
deploying its technologies around the globe. Managed
badly, we will spend too much time, money and pollution
on obsolete power plants, leave our country increasingly
exposed to system failure and let our energy technology
businesses slip to the back of the pack.

Second, the advent of competition has challenged the
protected and privileged status of America’s utilities
— catalyzing massive change in the energy industry.
For a century, vertically integrated monopolies built
power plants, strung transmission and distribution lines,
billed customers and were rewarded with a predictable
return on investment. That regulatory compact was
upended in the last two decades as various parts of

The stakes are high: Every single part of our economy

the nation’s grid were opened to competitive markets,

requires reliable, affordable electricity. And the world

many electric utilities were restructured into multi-state

requires a climate that does not drown our cities, dry up

holding companies and regulators increasingly turned

our farms, decimate our planet’s biological diversity or

to “performance-based regulation,” wherein utilities or

leave us vulnerable to mega-storms.

competitive service providers earn a profit when they,

There are three factors driving change in America’s
power sector. First, a large number of new technologies
are becoming commercially viable. Power generation
technologies like solar (prices down 80 percent in
the last five years) and wind (down 30 percent in the
same period) are gaining market share.1 Last year, the
United States added more wind than any other kind of
generating capacity.2 Smart engineers are rethinking
the grid, to transform it from a static delivery system for
electrons into an intelligent web that can optimize across
many variables. New solid state equipment can deliver
more functionality to grid operators and replace huge,
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for example, keep costs low, deliver efficiency and keep
the lights on. It turns out, however, that building a
competitive market is devilishly difficult for a commodity
that cannot easily be stored, flows to the nearest load
regardless of contract intent, runs along monopoly
distribution wires, is a prerequisite for all economic
activity and requires real-time coordination across
hundreds of power plants and thousands of substations.
Well-structured wholesale electricity markets and
performance-based regulation have proven effective at
reducing costs and bringing important innovation to the
fore.
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Third, national security, public health, economics and

Power system planners are well accustomed to figuring

climate change point to the need for clean energy.

out where, when and how to build large, centralized

Society cannot continue to bear the public health and

power plants and their transmission lines. They

environmental costs caused by unmitigated carbon

have mostly considered electricity demand to be an

pollution — and public opinion increasingly demands

uncontrollable variable, to be met by central power

clean, homegrown electricity for America. As a result

plants, which are built based on demand projections,

(despite federal inaction), a majority of states have

and dispatched to follow load. Today, though, demand-

adopted policies to encourage greater investment in

side resources like energy efficiency and demand-

renewables, energy efficiency, demand-response and grid

response allow system operators and consumers alike

modernization.

to reduce, shape and shift demand — in effect making

What does this all mean? What opportunities and
threats does this conjunction of forces portend?
This paper argues that there is no more business-asusual: These trends will change the power system and
utility businesses at their core. Profound opportunity
is embedded in that change. Several studies have
demonstrated that it is possible to power America’s
grid using a very high share of renewables in the next
40 years, at very modest cost, and without relying
on any technological breakthrough.4,5 That kind of
transformation means cleaner air, better jobs, a more
flexible power system and hope for future generations. It
is a very big deal.

it dispatchable. At the same time, renewable energy
introduces variability in power supply. Utility systems will
have more control on the demand side and less on the
supply side — which is manageable if, and only if, there
are physical systems in place to optimize the whole, and
the regulatory structures to reward those who perform
well at this optimization.6 Utilities and their regulators
must re-think system planning, investment, markets and
operation to optimize across both demand and supply
resources to keep the system in balance. When they do
this, they will unleash innovation, drive down prices and
increase the resilience of the grid.
The world of electricity regulation is extremely
complicated — and it is not likely to get simpler, at least

These changes require a breakthrough in policy and

in the near term. In order to capture the benefits of new

in business models. We must re-think power system

technology — in cost savings, more reliability and better

incentives and regulation as well as the relationship

environmental performance — utility regulators will

of American citizens and their government with the

have to rethink their approach, and will need legislative

power system. An America powered by 80 percent low-

permission to do so. This paper, building on seven studies

cost, reliable renewables is within our technological

organized and reviewed by more than one hundred

reach, but we are not on a path to achieve it quickly or

and fifty of the top experts in the country, is a guide

efficiently. To succeed, we need to face head-on the task

to that rethinking. It is written for state public utility

of modernizing our institutions and lining up the right

commissioners, power company executives, investors,

incentives in the power sector.

federal regulators, legislators, grid and market operators
and their staffs, considering the demands of their jobs —
to supply reliable, clean and affordable power.
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A CLEAN ENERGY SYSTEM
T H AT W O R KS

America has an opportunity to lead the world in a vast

so in conjunction with broader efficiency standards

power system transformation. As costs of renewable

and clean energy policy. Others have employed more

energy technologies decline, experience across the world

targeted tactics: 29 states now require utilities to produce

is demonstrating that it is easier to integrate much higher

a share of their electricity from renewable sources, under

shares of renewables, more rapidly, than previously

Renewable Electricity Standards.8 Many states have

thought.7

increased their targets as renewable energy technology

Still, none of this happens automatically. Just as today’s
electric system was built on clear incentives for utilities,
tomorrow’s system needs direction, and that will come
from the way electricity systems operate, power markets
are structured, utilities are managed and regulated
and new market entrants are supported. Technology,

costs continue to drop.9 Other options include feedin tariffs, production incentives (e.g., production tax
credits) or strong emissions standards for power plants.
Design may vary, but the most critical point is to have an
adequate, clear, stable and long-term policy signal that is
economically and politically sustainable.

competition and increasing awareness of the dangers of

Each of these approaches has advantages and limitations,

climate change are likely to drive change in the power

but the best have been remarkably effective at increasing

sector regardless of efforts to preserve the status quo.

the share of renewable energy, delivering efficiency

But without the policy and regulatory drive to facilitate

and driving down costs. This series of papers addresses

this transition, there is likely to be significant collateral

the next generation of policies that can build on the

damage and economic hardship.

industry’s successful growth; policies with the potential to

A clear policy signal is required to drive efficiency and
then switch to ever-greater proportions of clean power.
Most economists argue that a price on carbon is the most
efficient way to do this, and a few states and countries
have adopted that approach, though most have done
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deliver an efficient grid powered by a much higher share
of renewable energy.
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Regardless of which of these tools a region chooses to use as an overarching signal, supporting policies must
be “investment-grade” to make the transition readily affordable, but this factor is often neglected. A policy is
investment-grade when it reduces uncertainty, thereby shifting risk to parties that can best manage it, offering return
commensurate with that risk, and driving private investment. The power sector demands large capital investments,
but they will not be made unless the potential for return exceeds the risk. Important criteria for an investment grade
policy include:

•

Policy certainty that can support investment choices that may have long payback periods.

•

Long-term certainty about price, or access to markets.

•

Contract sanctity with credit-worthy utilities (when the utility is the buyer).

•

Appropriate reduction of other non-price barriers,10 such as permitting.

•

Access to the grid.

•

Reduced time between application and approval (or denial).

The authors of Finance Policy: Removing Investment Barriers and Managing Risk — another paper in this series — lay
out ways that policy can remove financing barriers, enable investors to make the most of new assets they deploy and
lower the risk of renewable energy investments. Because the power sector is so capital intensive, reducing risk — and
thereby reducing capital costs — is key to keeping consumer costs low.
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OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW...
America’s power system received a D+ from the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) on its quadrennial
infrastructure report card, saying the nation needs to completely rebuild its grid between now and 2050. This
group of professional engineers has been part of the build-out of America’s power grid since the first power line
was built. Now, the ASCE projects that America must invest $76 billion annually for generation, transmission and
distribution system upgrades by 2020, increasing that annual investment to $96 billion by 2030. The Department
of Energy funded Renewable Electricity Futures Study (RE Futures) projects that reaching 80 percent renewables
will require $50-70 billion of annual investment over the next decade, increasing to $100-200 billion annually by
2030—arguing, in effect, that we can move toward a renewable energy future based in large part on the size of
the investments we have to make anyway.
The scale of outages is already on an upward trend (see figure 1 below). If America fails to invest in updating the
power system, the ASCE projects that blackouts and brownouts will cost American homes and businesses $995
billion by 2040. Unfortunately, progress has been slow, since most of the financial losses from outages are not
born by the same people who make decisions about infrastructure improvements.

OUTAGES AFFECTING MORE THAN 50,000 CUSTOMERS

OUTAGES GREATER THAN 100 MW
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Figure 1. The scale of outages has grown dramatically over the past two decades.

The aging grid badly needs an upgrade in order to maintain reliability and modernize operations, especially as
the nation faces ever more frequent extreme weather events. A reliable and resilient power grid may look very
different from the one we have today, but nevertheless remains a prerequisite for any economic activity in this
country, and investments in the power system should be prioritized accordingly. This natural turnover presents
an opportunity for policymakers, utilities, and citizens to make investment choices that guide the country toward
a modern clean energy system, rather than locking in old polluting infrastructure.
Sources: American Society for Civil Engineers (2013); National Renewable Energy Laboratory (2012); Amin (2011)
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MAXIMIZING AMERICA’S RESOURCES:
A F R A M E W O R K F O R R E G U L AT O R S A N D U T I L I T I E S

America’s power system is remarkably diverse. It employs

1. Generation: Energy must be

a system of high voltage wires more than 200,000 miles

converted into electricity and fed into

long — enough to wrap around the Earth eight times.

the power system. This can be done

Some parts of the country rely almost entirely on coal-fired

by utilities or independent power

electricity, while others already receive a quarter of their

producers — and increasingly, by

electricity from renewables — and the rest of the nation lies

businesses and homeowners.

11

somewhere in between. Power generation and demand
12

must be balanced in every instant, all across the grid, to
keep America’s businesses functioning and homes bright.
Sitting on top of this incredibly complex physical system is
an equally complex system of governance. Conversations
about the best way to keep costs low, keep the lights on
and deliver a cleaner power system are often plagued by
arguments over whether utilities or markets are king, as
well as whether legislators or regulators are driving system
evolution. There is no “right” answer to these questions:
America’s power system is heterogeneous, and will remain
so. Change will happen on a regional basis, and innovative
partnerships must be forged between previously-siloed
decision-makers. The path to a clean, reliable and affordable
energy future must therefore be adaptable to a whole range
of regulatory and market structures.
Indeed, no matter what choices each region makes about
how to organize power system management, there are five
basic roles that must be filled:

9
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2. Transmission: Electricity must be
transported from generators to
areas where it can be used. This is
done by utilities, federal agencies or
independent transmission builders and
operators.
3. Distribution: Once electricity is
delivered via the transmission system,
or once it is produced close to where
it can be used, it must be conditioned
and filtered into the homes and
businesses that need it at the end of
the line. This can be done by utilities
or independent distribution system
builders and operators.13
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4. Demand-side management and

Each region has decided to fill these roles somewhat

customer service: Many smart options

differently. And the increasing role of consumers in

exist for reducing the amount of

controlling their energy supply and demand will have

electricity that each home or business

profound impacts on how these roles evolve — Distributed

needs to function, and customer service

Energy Resources: Policy Implications of Decentralization,

is about delivering the best energy

another paper in this series, explores the evolving role of

services — not the most electrons

distributed energy resources in the power system, as well

— for the least cost. Demand-side

as the policies that can support them. More than half of

management can include treating

all electricity consumed in the U.S. is sold by vertically-

energy efficiency as a resource, higher

integrated utilities. This means that the utility handles at

efficiency appliances or motors or

least the first three of these roles, and sometimes the role

smart controls that ensure electricity is

of demand-side management and system optimization as

used when it is most needed. Demand-

well. These monopolies are regulated by state and federal

side programs can be administered by

governments to ensure they keep prices reasonable for their

utilities or government agencies, but

customers while meeting certain social objectives.15

are usually executed by independent
service providers.
5. System optimization: Supply- and
demand-side resources must be
evaluated on equal footing to maximize
their value, create a portfolio of options
to manage risk and keep the system in
balance — both for real-time system
operation and longer-term system
planning. Advances in intelligent grid
technology will underpin this critical
task. Properly designed wholesale
markets, independent system
operators, regional transmission
operators or utilities can fill this role.14

“Restructured” electricity markets lay at the other end of the
spectrum. Many flavors of restructuring exist because there
are many power system “products” or “services” that can be
provided through competitive markets. In some regions,
customers are allowed to choose their power supplier, or
independent companies run the transmission system, or
independent system operators use wholesale markets to
call on independent service providers and extract maximum
value from available resources while keeping the power
system in balance. Ancillary services such as voltage
support, black-start capability and system balancing can
be provided by regulated entities or independent parties
competitively bidding for the work. A particular region may
choose to restructure the whole system (e.g., the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas), or may just restructure one or
two of the roles above, leaving the other roles as regulated
monopolies.
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In markets that lie somewhere between these two ends of the spectrum, a utility might act as a “Smart Integrator.”
In this potential scenario, the utility would take advantage of its unique skills and experience as a large-scale social
actor, using markets to select the least-cost, most-valuable resources and looking across the whole system to integrate
those resources effectively. The Smart Integrator might operate the power grid and its information and control
systems, but would not own or sell the power delivered by the grid or by long-term suppliers.16 This concept relies on
new businesses and service providers gaining access to power markets, and suggests a strong imperative to reduce
barriers for new market entrants while maintaining service standards. Done well, this will drive innovation and bring
down costs.
Figure 2 (below) lists each of the five roles that must be filled in the power sector, and displays the spectrum of
ownership models described here. As the figure illustrates, transmission and distribution are physical monopolies —
there is only one set of wires. So even if the system operator runs a contest to determine who should build or operate
the lines, and even if they are jointly owned, they will ultimately be operated by just one entity. The other roles in the
system can all be handled by competitive markets or by regulated monopolies.

GENERATION TRANSMISSION DISTRIBUTION DEMAND-SIDE OPTIMIZATION
VERTICALLY
INTEGRATED UTILITY

SMART INTEGRATOR
(EXAMPLE)

FULLY RESTUCTURED
MARKET

Utiity
Utility calls on...
Independant
Power
Producers

Independant
Transmission
Providers

Independant
Power
Producers

Transmission
Company

Utitity maintains
distribution

Utility drives
efficiency via
independent
service provider

ISO/RTO

Distribution
Company

Independant
Service
Providers

ISO/RTO

KEY

Regulated monopoly

Market driven

Hybrid

Figure 2. A wide spectrum of market structures operate in America today.

As long as all of these roles are filled, it is up to each state or region to determine where along this
range it lands between vertically-integrated utilities and fully restructured markets. Most regions
are a hybrid, and the model is likely to fall somewhere between the three illustrated above. But
regardless of the choices made, regulators must ensure that the markets and utility oversight are
properly designed, or else costs will rise, while reliability and public health suffer.
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T H E G O A L A N D W AY S
TO ACCOMPLISH IT

Regardless of how a region’s markets are organized, power system planners must optimize for high reliability, reasonable
cost and strong environmental performance. The first two of these objectives have been explicit for as long as the power
grid has existed. The third — environmental performance — has gained considerable traction as an equally important
objective.17 Sometimes there can be tension between these three objectives, but emphasis is usually set by policies put
in place by the electorate and the legislature with public interest in mind. Striking the right balance between these three
objectives is essential to ensure the power system continues to meet America’s needs. To keep costs low, power system
planners, regulators and market designers must think about how to minimize bills (not rates) for customers, as well as how
to minimize price volatility. They must also make sure that rates are designed to send the right signals to customers about
what kind of energy to use, when to use it and how much of it to use. This means that fixed costs cannot be passed through
as large fixed charges to consumers. At the same time, maintaining reliability means keeping power system infrastructure
up to date (see sidebar), and minimizing the frequency, duration and scale of outages. And finally, environmental
performance can be measured via conventional pollutants, greenhouse gas emissions, water use, effluent management and
optimal siting for new infrastructure. Figure 3 provides examples of both regulatory and market solutions to each of these
challenges — though it is important to note that all market solutions also require regulatory oversight.
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GOALS

INDICATORS

Bills
Minimize Cost
Price volatility

Maximize
Reliability

REGULATORY SOLUTIONS

• Performance-based
regulation
• Revenue cap
• Rate design

Outage frequency

• Performance-based
regulation

Outage duration

• Regulatory oversight

Outage scale

Conventional
Minimize
Environmental
Damage

GHGs
Siting

MARKET SOLUTIONS

• Markets for energy,
ancillary services, and
capabilities
• Encourage demand-and
supply-side to compete

• Markets for energy
ancillary services and
capabilities
• Offer different products
for different customers

• Pollution standards
with long lead-times

• E.g. SOx cap and tade,
carbon price

• Siting standards that
account for local
impacts

• Incent land-owners to
host infrastructure

Figure 3. Regulation or markets (or a combination) can be used to optimize cost, reliability, and environmental
performance. Still, regulatory oversight is required to ensure well-functioning markets. See further explanation in
the following sections.
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There are many ways to design markets or regulation badly — and the worst of these can be disastrous. But the right mix
of smart regulation and well-designed markets can each be very effective. Five general principles for good power policy
design can help increase effectiveness no matter how a region’s markets are structured:

1. Long-term signals are necessary to

Policy: Supporting Generation on Both

give utilities and other investors the

Sides of the Meter,give clear policy

confidence they need to get the right

recommendations for how to do this,

resources built and online by the time

including how to analyze trade-offs

they are needed. Regulations must be

between centralized and distributed

transparent, and must articulate the

resources (emphatically including

market failure they address.

efficiency) as well as “Integrated
Distribution Planning.”

2. Innovation and efficiency should be
properly incentivized.

4. New ancillary services must be valued
(and old ones modified) as the grid

3.

All resources — both generation

modernizes. These non-energy grid

and demand-side — should be

services are essential to keeping the

properly valued for their useful

system balanced in real-time as well as

attributes. Supply and demand

over the long-term. Many experts are

resources should be compared on

beginning to call these new ancillary

an equal footing to determine the

services “capabilities,” which include

right mix of resources for the system.

both real-time and forward services.

Two other papers in this series,
Distributed Energy Resources: Policy

5. Coordination among agencies —

Implications of Decentralization

and constructive communication with

and Distributed Generation

utilities — is critical.18

These general principles can be used as preliminary screens to identify the most effective proposals for new markets
or regulatory policies. The supporting papers in this series provide many more specific recommendations, but each
meets these criteria.
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The following two sections lay out best practices

An important step in maximizing the efficiency of

for optimizing cost, reliability and environmental

competitive markets is consolidating balancing areas —

performance using these five principles within both

creating more system flexibility and options by enlarging

competitive markets and regulated utilities.

the area over which supply and demand have to be

Best practices: competitive markets
Competition has moved — at varying paces in different
parts of the country — into electricity generation,
transmission, and demand. Most of the country has
introduced competitive generation, and independent
power producers own and operate three-quarters of
all renewable energy generation.19 The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) now sets rules for these
wholesale markets across the nation. Some areas have

balanced. Consolidating balancing areas helps system
operators take advantage of a wider range of resources,
which reduces aggregate variability in both generation
and demand, decrease the need for costly backup
generation or reserves and decrease price volatility.20
When balancing areas cannot be fully consolidated, a
second-best approach is to open an organized exchange
for grid services between control areas — often called an
“energy imbalance market” — coupled with authority for
dynamic transfers between regions.21,22

also introduced competitive transmission, wherein

A paper in this series, Transmission Policy: Planning

independent transmission companies may compete to

for and Investing in Wires, provides clear policy

build and operate transmission lines, taking bids and

recommendations for getting new transmission lines

negotiating contracts to move electricity (subject to FERC

built to enable balancing area consolidation or energy

oversight). Some parts of the country have adopted retail

imbalance markets. Siting of new transmission will

choice, where residential and small business customers

remain a challenge, but best practices for streamlining

can choose their own power supplier. As a rule, a system

the process are laid out in one of the papers in this

optimizer — such as an Independent System Operator

series, Siting: Finding a Home for Renewable Energy and

(ISO) or a Regional Transmission Organization (RTO)

Transmission.

— is also needed whenever operations are handled
by more than one entity. As long as all five roles in the
power sector are filled and the barriers to entry into the
market are minimized, competitive markets have the
potential to lower prices, drive innovation and deliver
the energy services that customers need. But it is tricky
to design markets that cover all the near- and long-term
system needs, so regulators need to act with care and
sophistication.
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Each energy market has its own products and services.
Within a balancing area, well-designed competitive
markets clear on many different timescales for each
of these different products and services. To make the
most of renewable and demand-side energy resources,
markets for energy and short-term ancillary services
should clear as often as every five minutes (or less),
so as to take advantage of short term fluctuations in
demand and variable supply. Examples of these ancillary
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services include power quality, voltage management

markets, markets may also clear on a year-by-year basis

and frequency regulation. At the same time, hour-

for access to electricity, capacity, and — in some places —

ahead markets usually ensure that electricity supply and

ancillary services. Taken together, it is a huge task to have

demand are on track to be balanced, and that ample

all these markets built and functioning well, but luckily

ancillary services (like load following and ramping

smart information technology and communications

capabilities) will be available to keep the grid reliable.

infrastructure can help by automating many of the

Markets for access to adequate power generation

transactions. All of these shorter-term markets are shown

capacity and ancillary services may also clear a day

in blue in figure 4.

ahead of when they are needed. In parallel to day-by-day

LOCAL

LESS THAN MINUTE

Power
Quality

REGIONAL

SYSTEM WIDE

System
stability
Voltage
Management

Regulation

Load
Following/
Ramping

SEVERAL MINUTES
TO AN HOUR

Congestion
Management

Transmission
efficiency

1-24 HOURS
Distribution
Efficiency

YEARS

Unit
Commitment

Generation
Adequacy
Transmission
Adequacy

Figure 4. Electric power markets clear on many different timescales.23
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Even as these complex shorter-term markets operate,

demand-response, and distributed generation — can

system optimizers and grid planners must think about

participate and bid on equal footing with supply-side

the future. Maintaining the right resources to keep the

resources. Demand-side resources will be an important

grid in balance requires long-term certainty for investors

part of the flexible grid of the future — giving system

and utilities, either through well-functioning markets or

operators the freedom to call on whichever resource can

long-term contracts, giving them the confidence they

deliver clean, reliable power at the lowest cost.25

need to undertake the multi-year process of gaining
reliable access to controllable demand, building new
supply and transmission resources or upgrading older
ones. Markets for delivery of products or services several

Another paper in this series, Power Markets: Aligning
Power Markets to Deliver Value, suggests that forward
— i.e., future — markets should also be opened for

years in the future are called “forward markets.”

a handful of existing ancillary services, such as the

Some grid regions, such as PJM (the largest wholesale

The paper also suggests that new kinds of ancillary

electricity market in the world, located in the Eastern part

services should be added, such as a service that hedges

of the country), have established forward markets for

the price differences between one scheduling interval

capacity alongside their energy markets. This introduces

and another. As generation becomes more variable and

an explicit value for the ability to call on resources

demand more controllable, the flexibility characteristics

whenever they are needed, and ensures a revenue stream

of power generation resources will become more

for capacity that may rarely run, but is critical to system

valuable.26 Market designers must develop tools to better

reliability. Demand-response is delivering more and more

forecast net demand, and shed light on the future value

capacity in PJM’s forward market — almost 15 gigawatts

of grid flexibility. Valuing the new capabilities that we

of new demand-response cleared the market in 2012 for

anticipate needing can make sure the right resources are

delivery in 2015/16, which suggests that demand-side

online when grid operators need them to fill resource

resources could have great potential to deliver low-cost

adequacy requirements or to minimize costs and keep

solutions to capacity requirements in other parts of the

the grid reliable.

24

country. Any new market should take care to ensure that
demand-side resources — at least including efficiency,
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capability to ramp energy production up or down quickly.
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Figure 5 (below) shows the market solutions to meet each of the five principles for good power policy
design outlined above. Even if a region relies heavily on competitive markets, there is still a substantial
role for regulators setting policy direction and providing market oversight to minimize gaming.

PRINCIPLE

MARKET SOLUTION

Long-term signals

Work to make short-term markets for energy and services
healthy enough to provide long-term signals;27 open forward
markets for energy and services

Value supply-and
demand-side resources

Ensure new markets encourage bids from all resources

New ancillary services

Open markets for new ancillary services and capabilities,
carefully defined to assure an even playing field for new
services, and to reward innovation and performance

Innovation and efficiency

Coordination among
agencies

Minimize barrier to entry for new resources and
service providers
Consolidate balancing areas, organize frequent meetings
between PUCs, ISOs/RTOs, and utilities

Figure 5. Markets can address all of the principles for good power policy design
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Best Practices:
Performance-based Regulation

These forms of regulation also protect energy consumers

To usher in a modern system, regulators must reconsider

standards are not met. Many states across the nation —

the very premise upon which utilities have traditionally

as well as some other countries — already employ some

received compensation. A focus on rate-of-return

form of performance-based regulation. Figure 6 (below)

regulation may no longer make sense for America’s power

shows a graphical representation of how it works.

system — partly because of the spread of competitive
markets, partly because it is unlikely to adequately
compensate utilities if they are building less new
infrastructure (as growth in electricity demand slows)
and partly because policymakers are increasingly focused
on performance, rather than capital investment.28 The
power sector increasingly demands a service business,
rather than a commodity business. As noted in another
paper in this series, New Utility Business Models: Utility
and Regulatory Models for the Modern Era, rate-of-return
regulation suggests a focus on answering “did we pay
the correct amount for what we got?” But performancebased regulation shifts more of the focus to, “Did we get
what we wanted?” A full departure from rate-of-return
regulation is unlikely, but alternatives are worth serious
consideration alongside conversations about rate design.

by ensuring they receive adequate services by exacting
penalties on utility shareholders when performance

Performance-based and incentive regulations have
the potential to achieve the goal of minimizing cost,
maximizing reliability and maximizing environmental
performance more efficiently than historical rate-ofreturn regulation. To succeed, however, regulatory
independence is of great importance — ties between the
regulator and regulated entity complicate this regulatory
structure and can cost customers. Still, the lines of
communication between regulators and utilities must
be open and clear in order to find solutions that enable
both utilities and customers to thrive amid the changing
energy environment.30 Examples of performance-based
and incentive regulation include: revenue-per-customer
structures, efficiency and demand-side management
incentives, portfolio incentives, service quality indices and
others.31 Well-designed performance-based regulation

Performance-based regulation rewards the utility

can accomplish all five of the principles for good power

based on its achievement of specific performance

policy design — it can provide long-term signals, value

measurements. “Incentive regulation” is a form of

supply- and demand-side resources, integrate new

performance-based regulation that provides a means for

ancillary services, and drive innovation and efficiency.

the utility to earn a higher return over a multi-year period

Coordination among agencies — such as between air

if it is able to reduce expenses associated with providing

quality and economic regulators — requires special care

service.29 Both of these forms of regulation encourage

and attention in a performance-based system. But if the

utilities to achieve desired goals by granting them some

regime is well-designed, utilities will prosper when they

more freedom to become more innovative and efficient

innovate to meet performance standards, energy users

and can encourage new market entrants when they

will prosper by having energy services met at reasonable

enable utilities to call on third-party service providers.

cost and citizens will prosper from less pollution.
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PERFORMANCE
METRIC
sanction

today

penalty

target
reward

today

~3-8 years

TIME

Figure 6. An illustration of performance-based regulation: PUCs set rates or allowed
revenues and clear performance standards—such as a CO2/kWh standard, a power
balancing standard, or a total cost per customer standard—for several years in the future,
and then give utilities the freedom to innovate in the intervening years. At the end of the
compliance period, performance is measured. Utilities receive a reward for meeting or
exceeding the standard, a penalty for falling short, or—if the utility completely misses
the mark—its monopoly status could come into question.

The concept of performance-based regulation is simple

regulation in the telecommunications sector provides

and the theory is clear. But structuring it right is tricky —

a helpful set of lessons as well. A survey of 25 experts in

and can produce perverse effects. In theory, legislators

performance-based regulation from across the country

and regulators can set goals for reliability, cost, pollution,

provided several insights about their experience in both

greenhouse gas emissions, utility innovation and

telecommunications and energy regulation.33

profitability and whichever other goals are important
to them, and utilities (or transmission companies,
distribution companies, etc.) will be highly motivated
to meet them. In practice, these performance goals
can incite gaming, such as data falsification.32 Careful
monitoring and adjustment of performance metrics,

Oregon’s Alternative Form of Regulation is an example
of a successful case of performance-based regulation
with revenue decoupling from the early 2000s.
Oregon implemented a well-designed revenue cap for
PacifiCorp’s distribution service, decoupled profits from

measurements and outcomes can minimize gaming.

electricity sales, measured the utility’s service quality and

Luckily, there is a good deal of experience from which

bounds on profit potential – with an obligation to share

to draw lessons. Regulators across America have been

profit with consumers if it exceeded a certain amount.

experimenting with performance-based regulation

The result was that PacifiCorp improved service quality

in the energy sector for almost as long as the sector

and reduced costs by 15 percent, with a commitment to

has existed. Experience with performance-based

further reduce costs.34
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included a safety valve in the form of upper and lower
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“Revenue decoupling” is an example of performance-

— the “counterfactual.” Without this, it is impossible

based regulation, wherein a utility’s financial health is

to determine whether or not a utility performed to its

separated from the volume of electricity or gas that they

standard, and whether or not it should receive a financial

sell. Decoupling accelerates energy efficiency, distributed

reward. California’s decoupling program — now about

generation and demand-response. Decoupling also

30 years old—has undoubtedly contributed to the state’s

aligns utility incentives with those of consumers who are

per capita energy consumption now being roughly half

generating or controlling their own power. Decoupling

the national average,35 but California’s Public Utilities

can be achieved in several ways, including a revenue-per-

Commission continues to wrangle with program design

customer structure with or without additional incentives.

to maximize performance. These lessons from regulatory

Some form of revenue decoupling has been adopted

experience with revenue decoupling (e.g., the need for

in 15 states — from New York to Ohio to Oregon, and

a clear, quantitative counterfactual) shed light on how

it is pending in six more. Decoupling has been very

to design successful performance-based regulation for

successful at removing utility incentives to sell more

renewable energy generation.

electricity, giving them the revenue certainty they need
to become drivers of energy efficiency and enablers of
distributed generation. Because traditional rate-of-return
regulation provides a fixed return on capital that a utility
would have invested in new power plants and other
infrastructure in the absence of energy efficiency, some
states have adopted an incentive structure to provide a
similar financial reward for achieving real efficiency in the

Across the Atlantic, the U.K. is also experimenting with
a new broad-scale program of performance-based
regulation in which the utilities have eight years of
certainty in revenues to perform in six categories
of outputs (e.g., customer satisfaction, reliability,
environmental impact). At the end of those eight years,
utility performance will be measured and they will receive

system.

an incentive for meeting the goals or a penalty if they

But decoupling plus incentives can produce unintended

to glean lessons for performance-based regulation as

effects via the process for performance measurement

the program unfolds. Another paper in this series, New

and evaluation. First, regulators, utilities and other

Utility Business Models: Utility and Regulatory Models

stakeholders must work together to establish well-

for the Modern Era, provides more information about

defined outcomes that everyone understands. Next,

the U.K.’s program, as well as some other examples of

a clear methodology must be created to determine

performance-based regulation.

what would happen in the absence of utility programs
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do not.36 It will be important to watch the U.K.’s progress
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Principles for good performance-based regulation

5.

include:
1.

efficiency, demand-response or

Tie program objectives to regulatory

distributed generation by promoting

goals and clearly define metrics for

growth in the volume of electricity sold.

performance. This sounds simple, but
it is difficult, critically important, and
sometimes rushed.
2.

6.

of performance risk to the utility, in

Use the mechanism to simplify the

exchange for longer-term certainty
(more policy certainty, less exposure

understanding and prepare for

to volatile fuel prices and clarity

increased competition.

about their role and degrees of
freedom) or incentive compensation.

Ensure the performance-based

Another option may be to allow

program gives credible certainty over

utilities to recover fixed research and

a long enough time period to give

development costs via rates. These

utilities and investors the confidence

options can promote innovation.

they need to launch new initiatives,
invest, build and interconnect.
4.

7.

so that there is enough potential for

based mechanisms should cover all of

utility profit to drive innovation.

a utility’s costs that are not returned
programs lead to gaps, perverse
incentives and gaming. Simply adding
performance-based regulation to
existing regulation — without carefully
adjusting the terms and conditions
of each — will add complexity and
undermine both.
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Progressive revenue-sharing should be
included in any program, but structured

To the extent possible, performance-

by competitive markets — piecemeal

Performance-based mechanisms
should shift an appropriate amount

regulatory process, improve public

3.

Performance-based mechanisms
should not discourage energy

37

8.

Measurement and evaluation is the
most vulnerable part of the system –
gaming this process can cost customers
greatly. Regulators should be granted
appropriate authority and make the
right tools available for oversight,
adjustments and enforcement.
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9.

Establish data access and methodology
at the start of the program. Prescribe
which data sets will be needed, as well
as the public process for gathering
and reviewing them. In addition,
establish a clear methodology for the
counterfactual ahead of time.

10. Consider the use of collars (price floors
and ceilings) to prevent unintended
consequences.
The upshot is that there are many lessons to draw from
in the world of performance-based regulation. These ten
principles broadly summarize the field, but a reference
list for this paper provides a rich set of material for further
inquiry.
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TOP POLICY
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Based on the set of seven whitepapers in this series and

4.

Ensure that all markets (e.g., energy,

discussions with more than one hundred and fifty experts

ancillary services, capacity) and market-

in electricity policy, the following represents the set of

makers (e.g., utilities) include both

top recommendations from this series:

demand- and supply-side options.

1.

All options — central and distributed

Move away from rate-of-return

generation, transmission, efficiency,

regulation; use performance-based

and demand-response — should

regulation that gives utilities the

compete with one another to provide

freedom to innovate or call on others

electricity services. (ISOs/RTOs, PUCs,

for specific services. Separate the

utilities)

financial health of the utility from the
volume of electricity it sells. (State
legislatures and PUCs)
2.

5.

incentives with the desired outcomes,
such as rewarding greater operational

Create investor certainty and low-

flexibility. Open long-term markets for

cost financing for renewable energy

new services such as fast-start or fast-

by steadily expanding Renewable

ramping. (ISOs/RTOs, utilities, PUCs)

Electricity Standards to provide a longterm market signal. (State legislatures
and PUCs)
3.

Encourage distributed generation by
acknowledging customers’ right to
generate their own energy, by charging
them a fair price for grid services, and
by paying them a fair price for the
grid benefits they create. Set a clear
methodology for allocating all costs
and benefits. (PUCs, utilities, ISOs/RTOs)
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Employ electricity markets to align

6.

Before investing in technical fixes to the
grid, first make operational changes
that reduce system costs, enable more
renewables, and maintain reliability. For
example, coordinate between
balancing areas, dispatch on shorter
intervals and use dynamic line rating to
make the most of existing transmission
lines. (ISOs/RTOs, utilities, PUCs)
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7.

Mitigate investor risk by adopting
stable, long-term policies and
regulations. Financial policies should
be predictable, scalable, affordable
to public budgets, and efficient for
investors. (Congress, state legislatures,
PUCs)

8.

Reduce siting conflicts by using
explicit, pre-set criteria; ensuring access
to the grid; respecting landowner
rights; engaging stakeholders early;
coordinating among regulatory bodies;
and providing contract clarity. (Federal
land managers, state legislatures, PUCs)
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CONCLUSION

The U.S. power system is at an inflection point. New

conversations with experts from all realms — PUC

technologies offer great promise to increase reliability,

commissioners and staff, investors, academic experts,

reduce fuel costs, minimize capital investment and reduce

system operators, utility executives and NGOs — who see

environmental damage. Capturing these benefits requires

this challenge and are working hard on new systems.

a new approach to utility regulation and business models
— no matter if the power system is driven by a vertically
integrated monopoly, by a competitive market or by a

Our strongest recommendation, then, is for policymakers
— governors, legislators, and public utilities

hybrid of the two.

commissioners — to face this challenge directly, openly

Legislators and governors, state public utilities

build the electric system of the 21st century. Ensure that

commissions (PUCs), the Federal Energy Regulatory

these conversations include experts in new technology,

Commission (FERC), ISOs, utilities, investors and other

in systems optimization, and on the demand side as

decision-makers will need to move deliberately and

well as the supply side. Challenge participants to find

thoughtfully to create new standards, markets and

solutions that meet all three public goals: minimize costs,

business models. If they delay, consumers will incur steep,

increase reliability and reduce environmental damage.

long-term costs, as the investments flowing from today’s

Insist that they demonstrate how new proposals bring

structure are unlikely to meet tomorrow’s needs — and

in innovation. Stress-test recommendations for flaws.

much less take advantage of tomorrow’s opportunities.

Launch and accelerate pilot programs, test markets and

And getting this right the first time is an imperative; it is

more. We can succeed. Now is the time to get going.

much more expensive — if not impossible — to go back
later and change the course of evolution in the assetintensive power sector.
This paper argues for clear goals, backed by business
decisions and regulations designed to maximize
innovation and performance while minimizing costs.
We recognize that translating these goals into specific
business models and regulations is a big job, and this
work will have to be customized for each organization
and each region of the country. We are heartened by
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and forthwith. PUCs can open proceedings on how to
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